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A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a decomposition of A&, irto stars is 
given. 
A complete multigraph AK, is a complete graph & in which every edge is 
taken A times. 
A complete multigraph A&, is said to have a G-decomposition G[h, v] if it is a 
union of edge disjoint subgraphs of &, each of them isomorphic to a fixed graph 
G. The basic problem conriected with the G-decomposition is to determine, for a 
given graph G, the necessary and sufficient conditions 011 A and v for the 
existence of a decomposition G[A, v]. 
When the graph G is itself a complete graph Kk, then the decomposition 
&[A, v] is known as a balanced incomplete block design (BIBID): B[k, A; v], [3]. 
Only relatively recently other graphs than Kk have been considered. A survey of 
results in this direction and a description of methods used, may be found in [l]. 
In this paper we consider the case where G is an m-star S,,,, m-star being a 
complete bipartite graph K1,,. The vertex of degree m in S,,, is called the centre 
of the star and the m vertices of degree 1 are called the terminal vertices of the 
star. 
The object of this paper is to CGterrnine the necessary and sufficient condition 
on A and v for the existence of decomposition &,[A, v] of AK,, into edge disjoint 
stars Sm. Several special cases of this problem were considered already by other 
authors. Especially should be mentioned the result by Huang [4], who solved 
completely the case A = 1. 
Now we state our main result? 
heorem. The necessary and suficient condition for the existence of a deco;,- 
position Sm [A, v] is that 
(1.1) AV(V - 1) =O (mod 2m) 
(1.2) v32m for A = 1 
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V=WZ+l for even A 
vam+l-tm A foroddAa3. 
Proof. Necessity. The number >!’ edges in AI& namely Au(u - l)/2 has to be a 
multiple of m which proves the necessity of (1.1). 
To prove the necessity of (1.2) we remark that clearly u 3 m + 1 for every A. 
For A = 1 we use the property that at most one vertex of & may not be a 
center of any star; otherwise the vertices which are not centers would not be 
connected by an edge. Therefore the number of m-stars in S, [ 1, U] namely 
v(v - 1)/2m is at least v - 1, and v 3 2m follows. It remains to consider the case of 
odd Aa3. 
Let V={1,2,... v} be the vertex set of A&. Since an &[A, v] is assumed to 
exist we define for i E V. 
Qli to be the number of m-stars for which i is the center and 
pi to be the number of m-stars for which i is a terminal vertex. 
Since the union of the m-stars is AK, we have for every i E V. 
cw VBQLi + pi = A(v - 1): 
42.2) Cyi +@i ~Av(v - 1)/2m. 
From (2.1) and (2.2) it follows that 
(2.3 Cyi 2 A(v - 1)(2nr - v)/(2m(m - 1)). 
c r= 1 ai is the total number of m-stars in S,[Av] which is known to be 
AV~V - 1)/2m. At least one of the ai - s does not exceed the average A(v - 1)/2m. 
Since thi; particular Lyi is an integer for which (2.3) holds -;e have: 
(2.4) [A(v - 1)/2m]a A(v - 1)(2m - v)/(2m(m - 1)). 
Multiplying (2.4) by 2m we obtain 
A(v - 1)(2m - v)/(m - 1) s A(u - 1) - Res (A(v - 1), 2m) 
(v,mw OSi3e s ;x, y ) < y is the residue of x modulo y ). We denote 
dnd we get 
Res (A(d + m), 2m) 6 Ad(d + m)/(m - 1). 
Since A is assumed to be odd this is equivalent to 
(2.6) I Res (Ad + m, 2m) c Ad(d + m)/(m - 1). 
We now show that (2.6) leads to 
(2.7) Adam. 
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Suppose on the contrary Ad < m. In this case (2.6) can be written as 
Ad 4-m CAd(d + m)/(m - 3) 
or 
m(m-l)sAd(d+l). 
But since Ad < m, also Ad(Ad - 1) < Ad(d + 1) that is (A - 1)d < 2. But since A 3 3 
and d is a non negative integer we get d = 0 and by (2.5) v = m + 1, which means 
that in the decomposition &,[A, VI every m-star meets all the vertices of A&. 
Therefore, for eVelJf (i, i, k,} C V WC have cyI i- aj = Llri i- e!k = aj + ak = A. This hll- 
plies Cyi = aj = A/2 which is impossible since A is odd and ai is an integer. This 
contradiction proves (2.7) which by (2.5) is equivalent to v 2 m + 1+ m/A. 
Sujjiciency. To prove s&‘iciency we rewrite condition (1.2) ,as follows. 
(3.2”‘: v>m+l for even A 
v 3 m + 1 + m/A for c;dd ,;I 
and in addition v = 2m for A = 1. We start by recalling the known proof ([2]) for 
the existence of 
SJ, 2m] for every m. 
Wechoosethevertexsettobe V=:{O,1,...,2m-2,oo).ForO<a<2m-2we 
select a star whose center is (II! ;~nd whose terminal vertices are LY + 1, (Y + 
2 cw 3-m -1,m (mo&rlo 2m- l:I. This gives an SJ_l, 2m]. Next we observe 
that construction of an &,,[A, v] is equivalent to an orientation of the multigraph 
Ali=, so that the following condition:; hold: 
(3.0 
(3.2) 
For every vertex x the outljegree of X, d’(x), is divisible by m. 
For every pair of vertices K, y the number of edges that are oriented 
from x to y is at most d ‘(x)/m. 
Note that (3.1), (3.2) is equivalent to the condition that the set of edges, going 
out from x can be covered by d ‘(x)/m m-stars using x as the center, so that no 
star used the same vertex as a terminal vertex more than once. 
We assume that the conditions ( l,, I), (1.2”) are satisfied and we define 
(4.1) r = Res (A(v - l), 2m), 
(4.2) - o1 = u - vr/(2m), 
(4.3) v2 = vr/(2m), 
(4.4 cyl = (A(v - 1) - r)/(2m), 
(4.5) a;?=cu,+l. 
By conditions (l.l), (1.2)” all the number:. r, al, of2, v 1, v:! are nonnegative 
integers. In case r = 0 we have: also v2 = 0. cyI, a2, v1 are positive. 
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To construct an &,[A, U] we define an orientation of AK,, and show that &is 
orientation satisf les (3.1), (3.2). To do this we split the vertex set of AK,,, V into 
two subsets: V, and & which contain U, and u2 vertices respectively. 
Consider those edges 01~ AK, both of whose endvertices belong to Vi (i = 1,2). 
We specify tht: rules for the orientation of those edges as follows. 
(51) If A is even, then among the A edges that join two distinct vertices A/2 
are oriented in each direlt::tion. 
(5.2) If A is odd, then among the 5. edges that join two vertices we orient 
(A - 1)/2 in each direction. As for the remaining edges (one edge between every 
pair of vertices): 
(5.2.1) If U; is odd let Vi ~(0, 1,. . . , Vi - 1). For Q! E Vi we orient, from CY 
outwards, (Vi - 1)/2 edges to CY + 1 l l . CY + (Vi - 1)/2 (modulo Ui). 
(52.2) If Ui is even we treat q - 1 of the vertices as in case (52.1). From the 
remaining vertex we orient q/2 edges outword and UJ2 - 1 in words. 
(2.3) Remark. Note that ir? cases (5.1) and (5.2. I) the outdegree of every 
vertex of the submultigraph sy:anned by Vi is A(ui - 1)/2 while in case (5.2.2) vi/2 
vertices have outdegree (.+ - 1) + 1)/2 and vi/2 vertices 1lave outdegree 
(A(U- l)- 1)/2. If r=O 21,= 0 and d’(x) = qm for every x E V, == V. Otherwise: 
(6.1) We consider those edges which have, one vertex in V, and one in V,. Let 
us denote3’z=(yi 1 Osis~,- 1). Consider the submultigraph spanned by V2. If not 
all outdegrees in this multigra.ph are equal as in case (52.2) we assume that the 
vertices yi are ordered so that their outdegrees decrease. Whenever a vertex yl is 
mentioned where 1 is not in the range [0, u2 - 11 it is assumed to denote yi where 
i = Res (;, ~2). Let VI ={~i 10~~ i s ~1- 1) 
(6.2) Orient the edges [x0, yJ, [x0, y ,] 9 l l [x0, yk_,] outwards from x0. The 
integer k is defined to be (Y 1 m less the outdegree of x0 in the multigraph spanned 
by i/,. We ontinue to ofient [x,, yk ) l l l [x,, yk +I ] from x1. Again I is chosen so a? 
1.0 ,Inake d*tx ,) = Q, m. We continue this process with x2 . . . x”,-~ SO that cl+(q) is 
CYlfrl for tL Tr) Xi E VI. 
(I..,.“1 1 Rrlmwk. Note that in order to do this we have to add to the outdegree 
of :I vertex of V, at most (see (5.3)) qm-(A(u,-l)-1)/2=(Au,-r+l)/2. We 
assume r5- 1 (otherwise V2 is empty) so that (Avz- r + 1)/2 G Au, and we do not 
use more than A edges between a vertex of V, and a vertex of V2. 
(6.4) The edges remaining after this process are oriented from V2 to V,. 
Now we show that this orientation, of AK,, satisfies the conditions (3.1) and (3.2). 
Beginning with (3.1): If r = u2 = 0 the proof is completed. See (5.3). Otherwise: 
For every vertex x E V, we have by (6.2) Z(x) = qm so that (3.1) holds for the 
vertices of V,. 
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c d+(x)+ c d"(y)=hv(v-1)/2 . 
XEV, YEV, 
From the definitions (4.2), (4.3~ (4.4) we also have 
mqv* + ma2v2 = Av(v - 1)/2 
Namely 
c d+(x)+ 1 d+(y)== mcqvl +ma2v2. 
XEV, YCV? 
Since CXEv, d’(x)= malvl (see (6 2)) we get 
(7-l) c d+(y) = ma2v2. 
VEV? 
Our construction assures that for any two vertices y 1, y2 E V2 we have 
Id’(y,) - d’(y,)( c 1 (see (5.3), (6.1:~ (6.2), (6.4)). This can be agreeable with (7.1) 
only if d”(y)= ma2 for every y E V2 which shows that (3.1) holds for y E V2. 
Regarding (3.2), we have just proved that d’(x) is cr,m for x E V1 and a2rn for 
x E V,. Thus we have to prove that the number of edges oriented from a vertex x 
to another vertex y, d(x, y), is at most.: CQ for x E V, and cyt = q + 1 for x E V2. 
From (1.2)” we have: if A is even, v - 12 m, that is by (4.4) 2ma, + r 2 mh or 
cy 1 2 A/2, if A is odd, 
Thus it is enough to 
(8-l) If A is even 
If A is odd 
v-l~m+m/h, that is 2mcr,+r>mh+m or c~,a(h+1)/2. 
prove the following. 
d(x, y&h/2 for XC VI, 
d(x, y) GA/~+ 1 for x E V2. 
d(x, y)s(A + 1)/2 for x E V1, 
d(X,y)s(A+1)/2+1 for XEV~. 
If x and y are contained in the same subset Vi (i = 1,2), (8.1) obviously holds, 
see (5.1) (5.2). 
If x E V, and y E V, and A is even d(x, y) is (see (5.3) (6.1) (6.2) (6.3)) at most 
I( ma, - A(v, - 1)/2)/v,[. (]a[ denotes the smallest integer which is not smaller than 
a). 
From (4.4) we get 
(8.2) (marl - A (v, - l)/2)/v2 = A/2 - rj(2v2) 
Thus d(x, y) <]A/2 - r/2u,[. 
If A is odd we have to add to the greatest possible value of d (x, y ) 1/2vz so that 
d(x, y)~A/2 for A even and d(x, y)S(A + 1)/2 for A odd and (8.1) holds, To 
complete the proof we now show that (8.1) holds when x E v2 and y E V, . In that 
case d(x, y) (see (5.3)-(6.4) is at most A --[(ma, - A(v, - 1)/2)/v,] for even A. 
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Substituting (8.2) s;ld r/(2u,) = m/v ((4.3)) we get 
A m A 
d(x, y): gz+;“T+ 1. 
If W is odd again d (x, y ) can be increased by l/2 a2 so 
d(x, +(A + 1)/2+ 1 
and (8.1) still holds. 
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